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In Vivo Translation Rates Can Substantially Delay the Co-Translational
Folding of the E. Coli Cytosolic Proteome
Prajwal Ciryam, Richard I. Morimoto, Michele Vendruscolo,
Christopher M. Dobson, Edward P. O’Brien.
Cambridge University, Cambridge, United Kingdom.
A question of fundamental importance concerning protein folding in vivo is
whether the kinetics of translation or the thermodynamics of the ribosome na-
scent chain (RNC) complex is the major determinant of co-translational folding
behavior. This is because the rate of translation can reduce the probability of
co-translational folding below that associated with arrested ribosomes, whose
behavior is determined by the equilibrium thermodynamics of the RNC com-
plex. Here, we combine a chemical kinetic equation with genomic and proteo-
mic data to predict domain folding probabilities as a function of nascent chain
length for cytosolic proteins of E. coli synthesized on both arrested and contin-
uously translating ribosomes. Our results indicate that, at the translation rates
found in vivo, about one-third of the cytosolic proteins of E. coli exhibit co-
translational folding, with at least one domain in each of these proteins folding
into its stable native structure before the full-length protein is released from the
ribosome. The majority of these co-translational folding domains are influ-
enced by translation kinetics which reduces their probability of co-
translational folding and consequently increases the nascent chain length at
which they fold into their native structures. For about 20% of all cytosolic pro-
teins this delay in folding can exceed the length of the completely synthesized
protein, causing one or more of their domains to switch from co- to post-
translational folding solely as a result of the in vivo translation rates. Large,
b-strand rich domains are more likely to be affected by translation kinetics dur-
ing co-translational folding than small, a-helical domains that generally fold
much faster. These kinetic effects arise from the difference in time scales of
folding and amino-acid addition, and they represent a source of metastability
for the E. coli proteome.
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Structure and Dynamics of Ire1 Assembly in the Endoplasmic Reticulum
Studied by Molecular Simulation
Adrian H. Elcock, Tamara Frembgen Kesner.
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA.
We report molecular simulations of the assembly dynamics of yeast Ire1, a key
component of the unfolded protein response (UPR) in the endoplasmic
reticulum. Starting from an all-atom molecular model of Ire1 we derive
a coarse-grainedmodel amenable for use in comparatively large-scale Brownian
dynamics (BD) simulations aimed atmodel-
ing the assembly process as it might occur
within the ER membrane. The BD simula-
tions show that assembly of Ire1’s lumenal
domains leads in turn to the assembly of its
cytoplasmic domains necessary for activa-
tion of the UPR; in simulations in which
lumenal domain association is prevented
no assembly of cytoplasmic domains
occurs. Although not without considerable
simplifications, the simulations provide
a first direct molecular-level view of both
the structure and dynamics of Ire1 foci.Chromatin & the Nucleoid
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The Trouble with Triples: Elucidating the Behavior of Trinucleotide
Repeats in Chromatin
Catherine B. Volle, Sarah Delaney.
Brown University, Providence, RI, USA.
Trinucleotide repeats (TNRs) occur throughout the genome and their expan-
sion can affect varied cellular processes such as gene expression, mRNA pro-
cessing, and protein folding. TNR expansion, facilitated by formation of
stable non-canonical secondary structures (e.g. hairpins), has been linked to
several neurodegenerative diseases, such as Huntington’s Disease, Myotonic
Dystrophy (both caused by expansion of CAGCTG repeats), and Fragile X
Mental Retardation (caused by expansion of CGGCCG repeats). TNR struc-
ture and expansion has been studied in vitro using both oligonucleotides and
TNRs incorporated into plasmids; however, genomic DNA is packaged into
chromatin, and little is know about the effect of packaging on the ability
of repetitive DNA to expand. Previous studies have shown that disease-
length, expanded CAGCTG repeats readily incorporate into the basic unitof chromatin packing, the nucleosome core particle (NCP), composed of
146 base pairs of DNA wrapped around a core of eight histone proteins.
However, long CGGCCG repeats exclude NCP formation. Here, we seek
to investigate not only the properties associated with shorter repeats (those
that have not expanded) incorporated into NCPs, but also the effect of the
flanking, disease-associated gene sequence. To assess the global forces regu-
lating interaction between the TNRs and the histone core, we performed com-
petitive nucleosome exchanges to determine the efficiency with which
various TNR sequences incorporate into NCPs. We then used enzymatic
and chemical probing to determine the effect of histone occupancy on the
TNRs, including the formation of possible non-canonical structures. Under-
standing the intricacies underlying the interaction between unexpanded
TNRs and the histone core is important to understanding how TNRs expand
in the genome.
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CENP-A at Human Centromeres and Neocentromeres Forms Octameric
Nucleosomes with Loose Superhelical Termini
Tatyana Panchenko1, Kevan J. Salimian1, Dan Hasson2,
Mishah U. Salman3, Peter E. Warburton2, Ben E. Black1.
1University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA, 2Mt. Sinai School of
Medicine, New York, NY, USA, 3Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA, USA.
The centromere is the chromosomal locus that serves as the site of kineto-
chore formation and spindle microtubule attachment in mitosis. Centromere
protein A (CENP-A) is a histone H3 variant that epigenetically specifies cen-
tromere location. Conflicting evidence has emerged regarding the histone
composition and stoichiometry of CENP-A nucleosomes and the predominant
form of the CENP-A nucleosome throughout the cell cycle remains controver-
sial. Indeed, several recent reports propose that CENP-A predominantly exists
in half-nucleosomes (i.e. ‘hemisomes’). We have developed novel genomic
analysis tools that we marry to existing massively parallel paired-end, long-
read DNA sequencing technology to probe CENP-A nucleosome structure
at centromeres. using this approach in patient-derived cells harboring a neo-
centromere (a newly arisen functional centromere) we simultaneously identify
the length and complete sequence reads of nucleosome positions at base pair
resolution on normal repetitive centromere DNA and the unique sequences
underlying neocentromeres. Unlike bulk nucleosomes from the same prepara-
tions that predominantly protect a single peak size (~150 bp) from nuclease
digestion, CENP-A nucleosomes occupy two major peak sizes (~130 and
~110 bp) and a minor peak (~150 bp). Each peak is substantially longer
than what could be protected by a hemisome or any other tetramer of histones
(i.e. protection of ~60-80 bp from nuclease digestion). Further, the prominent
position on centromeric DNA of the 110 bp peak is internal to the most prom-
inent position of the 130 bp peak, indicating a stable, protected nucleosome
core with loose termini. Strikingly, pure, reconstituted octameric CENP-A nu-
cleosomes yield similarly sized terminally digested DNA fragments under
conditions where their canonical H3-containing counterparts protected
~150 bp of nucleosomal DNA. Our findings indicate that the fundamental
unit of functional centromeric chromatin is an octameric nucleosome with
loose termini.
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CENP-A Nucleosomes adopt an Unconventional Shape
Nikolina Sekulic, Samantha J. Falk, Tomoyasu Mani, Kushol Gupta,
Gregory Van Duyne, Sergei A. Vinogradov, Ben E. Black.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA.
The centromere is the locus that ensures proper segregation of chromosomes
through generations. In all eukaryotes, except for budding yeast, centromere lo-
cation is maintained by an epigenetic mechanism. The most attractive candi-
date to provide the centromere-specifying epigenetic mark is the histone
variant centromere protein A (CENP-A) that replaces histone H3 in centro-
meric nucleosomes. The (CENP-A/H4)2 heterotetramer crystal structure
(Sekulic et al., 2010, Nature 467:347-351) led to our proposal that CENP-A
could distinguish centromeric chromatin from the rest of the chromosome
via structural deviation from within the folded octameric core of the nucleo-
some. Our model is based on the intranucleosomal rigidity conferred by
CENP-A and rotation at the CENP-A/CENP-A interface. If preserved upon nu-
cleosome formation the rotation would alter the radius of curvature of nucleo-
somal DNA and histone subunit packing. In the subsequent crystal structure of
the CENP-A nucleosome (Tachiwana et al., 2011, Nature 476:232-235),
though, nucleosomal DNA curvature and histone subunit packing are as in con-
ventional nucleosome. To investigate the conformation of CENP-A nucleo-
somes in solution we used intranucleosomal FRET. We find that CENP-A
nucleosomes heavily populate an atypical conformation where H2A/H2B
